The response of those involved

“One of the requested features was increased security, and that is when 2N® Helios IP intercom is needed. The best benefit that our client can offer now thanks to the intercom is that smart houses equipped with tenLogic system can now enable video communication for all visitors.”

Manager of 2CON, Julija Firsova-Milovanović

SUCCESS STORY

About our customer

2CON as 2N Authorized Distributor provided Elsat with the newest 2N® Helios IP intercom. Elsat is one of the leading companies in development of Smart house systems in Serbia. The system is called tenLogic and it is very famous locally. The main benefit of tenLogic is its modularity - only one smaller scale can be installed at the beginning, and then upgraded module by module later.

What was the main idea of this home automation solution?

Every aspect of home automation solution is controlled from one small industrial computer that is equipped with Ethernet and internet connection with web server. It is situated at ISP premises, so everything can be controlled and managed from anywhere via smart phone. Implementing the 2N® Helios IP intercom in this installation provides the user of tenLogic system with the comfort of communicating with visitors via SIP video soft phone and opening the doors remotely. Once the intercom is installed in the system, the user can communicate in the house not only via the TV set, but also via PC or tablet.

Solution benefits:

• Fast installation in IP environment
• Better security of residential users
• Remote door opening
• Video communication
• Increased value of tenLogic system
Why did the customer choose 2N® Helios IP family intercoms

Every module in tenLogic system can be controlled remotely via the TV set or via tablets or smart phones with android platform. Our client can now offer the door entry system with 2N® Helios IP intercoms, and thus increase performance and competitive advantage of tenLogic system.

This is a unique solution on the Serbian market because it uses SIP and can be implemented without PBX. Furthermore, with its unique design and various models of 2N® Helios IP intercoms, it can be implemented without any problems regarding security and quality of exterior.

Product description

The 2N® Helios IP Vario is a door intercom that perfectly combines the most advanced technology with a unique design. It is a variable communication system supporting both voice and video transmission. And all that in an IP environment using the SIP protocol.

Example of connection